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Sub: Tenure of Deputation of Non Gazetted staff of Railways in
Railway PSUs and autonomous bodies - Guidelines
Regarding.

In terms of extant policy lramed by Department of personnel & Training (Dop&T) and
Ministry of Railways has issued guidelines/ directives mentioned below from time to time
against retention/overstay of officers beyond their sanctioned deputation tenures.

,

.

Deputationist officer would be deemed to have been relieved on the date of
expiry of deputation period, unless the competent authority has extended the
period of deputation, in writing, prior to the date of its expiry.

.

In the event of the officer overstaying for any reason whatsoever, he is liable to
disciplinary action and other adverse Civil/Service consequence which would
include that the period of unauthorized overstay shall not count against service
for the purpose of pension and that any increment due during the period of
unauthorized overstay shall be deferred, with cumulative effect, till the date of
which the officer rejoins his parent cadre.

2.

Despite the above, there are a number of Non-gazetted staff who are continuing in the
PSUs beyond the approved tenure as normal practice. Many a time, the organi2ationr do not
spare the officers/staff upon completion of their sanctioned tenures. Besides the .extension

proposals are also forwarded very late sometimes, incimplete ilr without the required
papers/documents taking the approval of comfetent authority for granted. It is also pointed
out
here that not receiving ofNOC from the parent Railway is not a valid ground for retention of
staff. This has bcen viewed seriously by the Board.
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3.

Pursuant to the instructions dated 26.06.2018 issued by Department of Personnel and
Training (DOP&T) and Board's leuer No. 20l8lB (O)lll4ll7 dated 10.08.2018, all rhe PSUS
have been advised to provide for an initial deputation tenure of five years lor all Non gazetted
Railway servants working with the PSUs, autonomous bodies under the aegis of Ministry of
Railways in the relevant Recruitment Rules by suitably amending the RRs wherever necessary.
Thus the initial tenure of deputation of five years will also help the organizations plan the
requirement ofofficers on deputation for their projects requiring longer gestation period as well
as to seek replacement in time.

4.

Considering the above, CMD/MD/VC of PSUs/{utonomous bodies are requested to
personally monitor the tenure of deputatiohist so that there-are no iristances of overstay rryhile
on deputation. It may also be ensured that prbposals seeking extension in tenure of deputation
of Non-gazetted staff beyond permissible limit meeting the criteria of exceptional/extra
ordinary situations impinging on public interest are forwarded to Ministry of Railway six
months before the expiry ofsanctioned tenure ofdeputation.
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-(M.K.Meena)
Deputy Director Estt.(N)
Railway Board.

DC/S&T, DG/RS,
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